
• Ultra high quality, plug-in, noise cancelling boom microphone
Does an incredible job of picking up your speech while rejecting the

maximum amount of undesirable ambient helmet noise.

• Tuned active noise reduction filter with speech boost
Works together with the noise cancelling microphone/s to ensure

even less noise is amplified through the system or speakers (typically

rejecting 99% noise at 70mph and 95% at 100mph), while also

boosting speech for optimum high speed clarity and use, tested to

180mph. 

• Voice activation (VOX)
Reliably turns the microphone/s 100% off while not speaking to

ensure that ZERO noise is amplified through the speakers. This not

only reduces riding fatigue but also means that all other audio such as

bike-to-bike, GPS, phone and stereo music etc are completely free

from any additional amplified noise. 

• Side-tone
Gives you the benefit of letting you hear your own voice clearly which

helps you to naturally speak at the correct level according to varying

helmet noise conditions, and this avoids unnecessary shouting that

non-side-tone products normally suffer. Side-tone also provides you

with important audio confirmation of correct VOX set-up and use,

which improves rider to passenger communications as well as hands

free voice activated bike-to-bike radio use. What you hear you know

they will be hearing. Without side tone you simply cannot know this.

• Logical mixing and control with 6 Aux connections
For bike-to-bike, stereo GPS, stereo phone, stereo music.

• Optional plug-in, stereo Bluetooth wireless module/s
For wireless connection of stereo phone/GPS/music. 

• Full duplex
Allows both rider and passenger to speak naturally and freely and at

the same time, either to each other or while on the phone. With full

duplex there is no need to wait for a break, or “over!” Important local

information can be communicated instantly and effortlessly at all

times, e.g., “watch out for that truck” etc., even while using any other

inputs. Important rider-to-passenger communications are never

interrupted or lost while using any other features.

• Independent rider and passenger master volume controls
Lets you manage the sound levels independently to each headset,

making it ideal for use with or without earplugs or any combination.

Each control is colour coded for easy identification at a glance.

• Independent high quality stereo amplifiers
Provides high quality stereo reproduction to each stereo headset.

• High power, super slim, stereo speakers
Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort, high quality speakers

deliver all the sound you need for use with or without earplugs.

• High quality, robust, water resistant leads and connectors
Designed to quick release in an emergency, with large orientation

markings to ease alignment, even with gloves on. 

• 12 months warranty, with free upgrade to 24 months
When you register your new product direct with Autocom on-line

within 14 days of purchase.

*Some phones may require a personal hands free adaptor.

Logic  •  Kit L-1
High quality and performance, expandable, portable rider’s system, providing independent master volumes and VOX pre-set and
forget controls with options to add a passenger headset or bike power at any time, providing a rider (or rider and passenger) with
seamless integration and connectivity, plus logical mixing and control for all you audio/communication needs.

6 Aux inputs and a range of optional leads and/or Bluetooth wireless modules let your customise your system to suit your personal
needs.

Kit L-1 • Expandable, portable rider system
Complete with:

Main logical mixing and control hub
Rider’s noise cancelling stereo headset
Standard phone lead*
Standard stereo music lead
Full instructions for set-up and use

Main Features and Benefits

Special
kit price

£175 - Rider kit

Technical Specifications:

Main hub size:
68mm x 109mm x 27mm (23?4” x 41?4” x 11?16”)

Requires 3 AA batteries (not supplied).
Typically 60mA to 250mA or maximum 1000mA if used to bike power an optional bike-
to-bike radio when bike powered.

Headset speakers:
High power light weight magnet.
Impedance 8 ohm high power.

Noise cancelling efficiency:
ZERO amplified noise when not speaking and not activating the VOX, typically less than
1% audible amplified noise in relation to speech levels at 70mph (5% at 100mph)
without earplugs, and ZERO audible amplified noise when using typical earplugs.

Example (L1) shown with Kit L-1 plus optional
passenger’s headset (part 2116)

Special price: £210

Example (L2) shown with Kit L-1 plus optional passenger’s
headset (part 2116), two standard headset extension
leads (part 2134) plus bike
power lead (part 2427). 

Special price: £230
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Example (L3) shown with Kit L-1 plus optional bike-to-bike radio [Kenwood Radio] 
and bike-to-bike interface (part 2355)

Special price: £272

Example (L4) shown with Kit L-1 plus optional passenger’s
headset (part 2116) plus optional bike-to-bike radio
[ Kenwood Radio         ) and bike-to-bike
interface (part 2355)

Special price: £327
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Aux 5/6

Power

Aux 2 50%

100% 50%

stereo phone/music

stereo music

Rider’s master volume control

Passenger’s master volume control

Optional plug-in internal single or twin Bluetooth module
Can be set to have the same effect as incoming audio on Aux 2 or 3

Optional plug-in 12 volt bike power leads are available

bike-to-bike radio

SharedShared

SharedShared

SharedShared
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Logic
main control hub

Aux 1 50% VOX
Transmits

Transmit
Disables

Internal VOX pre-set control
System is switched on when a
headset is connected

Aux 3

Aux 4

stereo GPS/phone/music/radar

Key: When audio is produced on this input          (e.g. rider’s speech or phone audio) you can see how it affects other Aux sockets

Key
VOX transmit = Rider or passenger speech
operates the VOX that provides automatic hands-
free transmit for bike-to-bike. When rider or
passenger stop speaking the VOX turns off and the
bike-to-bike is automatically returned back to
receive mode.

Transmit disables = Incoming phone audio
automatically disables the automatic VOX transmit
mode for bike-to-bike, which means you phone
conversations are not broadcast out to other bikes.
When a phone call ends the VOX transmit mode is
restored.

Any bike • Any speed • Guaranteed          For use with or without earplugs Stunning stereo sound         Hearing is believing, so prepare to be amazed!


